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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Erik Satie was a French
composer and pianist. Satie was a colourful figure in the early 20th century Parisian avant-garde.
His work was a precursor to later artistic movements such as minimalism, repetitive music, and the
Theatre of the Absurd. An eccentric, Satie was introduced as a gymnopedist in 1887, shortly before
writing his most famous compositions, the Gymnopedies. Later, he also referred to himself as a
phonometrician (meaning someone who measures sounds ) preferring this designation to that of a
musician, after having been called a clumsy but subtle technician in a book on contemporary
French composers published in 1911. In addition to his body of music, Satie also left a remarkable
set of writings, having contributed work for a range of publications, from the dadaist 391 to the
American culture chronicle Vanity Fair. Although in later life he prided himself on always publishing
his work under his own name, in the late 19th century he appears to have used pseudonyms such as
Virginie Lebeau and Francois de Paule in some of his published writings.
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A fresh e-book with a brand new perspective. This is certainly for anyone who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just happy to
explain how this is the very best publication i have go through in my individual lifestyle and may be he best pdf for ever.
-- Margarett Roob-- Margarett Roob

The very best publication i possibly study. This is certainly for anyone who statte there was not a worth looking at. I am just very happy to tell you that this
is basically the best pdf i actually have study inside my individual life and could be he very best pdf for possibly.
-- Darlene Blick-- Darlene Blick
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